Because this vibration is exactly longitudinal for both principal directions and the electric field there fore being relatively strong over the whole range of $ , there is a strong coupling of the quasi-normal coordinates for all directions. Only for $ = 0° and # = 90° all Q\\k and Q\_j, respectively, vanish for reasons of symmetry. The polarisation P is nearly longitudinal for all angles $ .
Introduction
It is known that the stationary states in the V Ssector of the Lee m odel1 may be obtained from the solution of the Ka l l e n -Pauli integral equation2, which has been determined in closed form by several authors 3-8 using the theory of analytic functions.
On the other hand, F i v e l 9 has shown that it is also possible to solve the eigenvalue problem in the V &-sector in a completely algebraic way. His method consists in applying a unitary transformation to the H am ilto n ia n such that a separable potential prob lem arises which may be reduced to a system of li near equations. The calculations required are, how ever, rather complicated, especially as regards the 1 T. D. L e e , Phys. Rev. 95,1329 [1954] . comparison of the result with that of the afore mentioned authors.
In the present paper we wish to show that by extremely simple algebraic operations the resolvent in the V ©-sector may be expressed in terms of known matrix elements from the F-sector. In fact, the problem reduces to solving a linear integral equation with a degenerate kernel which is equi valent to one linear equation for one unknown con stant. In comparing our result with the standard form of the solution we have to use some relations between analytic functions, which are however rather trivial.
We need not distinguish explicitly between the cases of a stable or an unstable F-particle. In order to make our considerations as transparent as pos sible, we avoid renormalization problems by intro ducing a cut-off in momentum space. As our method is especially adapted to the calculation of the resol vent, we shall not discuss stationary states and the scattering matrix. A purely algebraic calculation of these quantities may be found in the independent work of B o l s t e r l i 10 which came to our attention after finishing the manuscript. Bolsterli's procedure resembles ours in that multiplication by operators a\, V* N is used for passing from the F-sector to the V 0-sector.
M0
is the unperturbed mass of the F-particle, m the mass of the N particle, k0 is the relativistic mass (energy) £0: = +V V + P (4) of the 0 particle, fx being the rest mass, k the 3-momentum of the latter. Volume elements in 3-di mensional momentum space will be denoted by dk, dA', dI etc., the relativistic energies derived from 3-momenta k', I etc. by formulas analogous to (4) will be written k0', l0, etc. The asterisk * has the usual meaning of complex conjugate number or hermitean adjoint operator; in quantities concern ing the 0 particle it may be avoided by raising or lowering indices [see, e. g. the quantities vk, ak de fined in ( 3 ) ] . The corresponding tensor calculus will not be used here, apart from writing for the Dirac (5-function in momentum space
in particular, an "integration convention" will not be understood [cf. the operators A, A*, Eq. ( 3 ) ] . We here regard the position of indices merely as a means for simplifying notation and checking for mulas. The function vk of 3-momentum k entering the Hamiltonian according to (2 ), (3) is to a large ex tent arbitrary; we assume that it is so smooth and decreases so rapidly for large [ k | that all integrals and operators exist which occur in the following. 
Calculation of the R esolvent by Conventional M ethods

The Hamiltonian
The resolvent is defined by (x -H)*1, x being a complex variable which may assume arbitrary values outside the spectrum of the Hamiltonian H. It can be determined from the equation
by taking matrix elements between unperturbed states.
(2)
As usual, V, N , ak are destruction operators for the V, N, 0 particles, respectively. The Fodk space vacuum co satisfies
The commutation relations are 
Inserting into (20 d ), we obtain
•(«'*'■ Ki, 4,' (*) +w*' »& rf' (x) +»*■#(, r{' (*) + n 4-i;;, rf' (x )) .
The remaining unknown matrix element rf(x) can be calculated in a way which resembles the determina tion of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in £)2, i. e. by solving an integral equation of the K ä lle n -P a u li type 2" 8. This "conventional" method requires the usual sophisticated considerations on analytic functions of an energy parameter in the complex domain. We shall not give any details here 13 but merely derive the integral equation. Insertion of (21) into (20 a) yields, using the definition (14) of h(x) : 
which is an integral equation with respect to the s u b s c r i p t . The ^-function can be removed by considering the following auxiliary function of a complex variable y
which determines r \ according to (25) :
Inserting this into (2 6 ), we get an integral equation of the Källen-Pauli type for rp as a function of its first argument: 
the latter operator being equivalent to the unit operator for B = 1. Then 
Qv{x) J(x-H) =V*N + fdkvkak(x-k0 -H ) -1 (B2 + 4V *V (l-B )),
By (53), the desired expression for rk(x) is a sum of four terms: It is easily proved by considering both sides as functions of the complex variable y and comparing the singu larities and the asymptotic behaviour 13.
Evaluation of some Matrix Elements in the V-sector
In order to evaluate the matrix elements which occur in Eq. (59), we proceed as indicated at the end of Sect. 2 m -2 M0) N (y, x) + N2 (x -y, x) -N2 {y, x) = (x -y + m -M0 ) [TV (x-y,x) +N (y, x) 
